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As mentioned elsewhere, the lemniscate provides perfect conditions
for introducing and increasing or decreasing the superelevation
according to the rate of curvature.
Superelevating and Widening Existing Boads at Minimum Cost.
^There are many cases of road-curves in this country where con-
siderable improvements could be made at comparatively little ex-
pense. As previously shown, one of the greatest dangers at cambered
bends is that of the traffic in both directions seeking the inside of
the curve, so that if the outer section of the road can be improved
by raising, even slightly, this danger may be eliminated to a large
extent Also it is possible, where widening is carried out, to raise
the surface rather quickly on the outside and to lower it on the inside
widening. By this means the existing formation need not be seriously
interfered with, while superelevation will be obtained in a simple
manner.
The arrangement meets the suggestion that the rate of supereleva-
tion might be varied in the cross-section, so that vehicles could choose
their own banking according to their speed. For instance, where a
vehicle is travelling at a high speed, the tendency is for the driver to "
continue along the tangent, and this would be checked as he traversed
the outer curve, whilst the inner curve would offer similar accommo-
dation for traffic proceeding in the opposite direction.
Variable Cross/all — Advantages.
As will be seen from the example in Morocco, a variable crossfaE
will accommodate different speeds and types of traffic ; for lightly
trafficked roads this is a distinct advantage, since drivers of vehicles
can utilize the crossfall to suit their needs.
Where there is reluctance to adopt a greater rate than 1 in 12, a
variable slope with4he main part of the cross-section at that rate
might be acceptable.
In hilly districts the increased slope would be placed on the inner
or the outer part of the curve, as the case may be, to assist the faster
traffic travelling downhill ; examples are shown m Fig. 57 ; also a
general case showing an increased slope at inner and outer edge
which could be adopted with confidence.
Treatment of Road Junctions.
It is distinctly advantageous to introduce some superelevation
at Y junctions of important roads, Two examples are shown in
Kgs. 50 and 51 ; in the first case the crown is carried from the centre
of the. road before it forks to the outer edge of each of the> two

